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Patients Who Have Not Been in for a Long Period of Time 

Offices intend to keep their patients regularly coming to the practice, however for one reason or another; patients 

disappear for an extended period of time. We always want to look for opportunities to reach out to patients that have 

not been in for an extended period of time and welcome them back when they return to us. This policy will address 

what to do for patients that have been away for a few years. 

Patients who have been away from our office for three or more years will be treated as new patients. A lot can happen 

during that amount of time so additional time will be required to collect data and provide a quality exam and 

prophylaxis. This patient should be scheduled like a new patient with a 90-minute appointment and New Patient 

protocols followed (refer to New Patient Protocol policy).  

For the exam portion of the appointment, when the doctor enters the room for the exam sit the patient up, even if they 

have met prior so they have a chance to review the medical history fully as well as reconnect with the patient. Always 

introduce the patient and let the doctor know that the patient has been a way for a bit. It is helpful to know why they 

had an absence from routine dental care, but this point needn’t be belabored. We in no way want the patient to feel 

bad about the absence – the important thing is that they chose to return.  

In most cases a new Intraoral Complete Radiographic Series will be required. Make sure the administrative staff verifies 

insurance so we know if there will be any limitations on these. This will be a case by case basis though. On a younger 

patient with little or no past decay/restorative who was here three years ago may be fine with a set of Bitewings and 

Periapicals. Conversely, an adult patient with a mouth full of previous dental work and a higher risk factor would most 

likely require a full set, as well as a patient with active periodontal disease at the time of the absence.  

Ideally these patients will be highlighted in the morning huddle so we are sure to welcome them back, get an updated 

medical history and verify and possible insurance or insurance changes. Also, it is important to remind the patient 

throughout the consult after the appointment and when rescheduling the patient for their next recare visit, the 

important of coming back on a 3, 4 or 6 month interval.  


